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Picture

TPG end of year celebration in 2020
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A painted picture is a way of bringing
the future into the present.

It provides a clear look at what the future holds. 
 

The best way to ensure these future dreams
become reality is to take them from our minds, write

them down and share them with others!

What is a painted picture?

If you can dream it,
you can do it.

 
Walt Disney

Nicole in action during one of ourweekly literacy group



Who are we?

In a nutshell, we help children
communicate, connect and
succeed.

We deliver sessions wherever
best suits a family. For some
this is in clinic, for others it's
at their preschool or school
and for some it's at their
home. 

The Talk Play Grow family is a
team of caring, positive people
who love helping children and
their families.

We are all humble and support
each other in our growth and
learning every day.  We don't
accept mediocrity and strive to be
better than we were yesterday. 

We're a super close bunch who
constantly back each other and
celebrate our achievements.
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What do we do?Unless someone like you
cares a whole awful lot,

nothing is going to get better.
It's not.

 
Dr Seuss

Some of the TPG team getting intothe Loud Shirt Day spirit

Through fun and engaging activities we guide, coach and
empower children and their families to achieve their therapy goals.
We listen and tailor our approach to best meet each family's
individual needs.



Our Core Purpose

We help children
commmunicate,

connect & succeed
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Talk Play Grow exists for one
reason and this is known as our
core purpose. 

We always keep this core
purpose front of mind. It helps
us navigate and stay on track.
Whenever we're faced with an
opportunity we ask, does it
align with our core purpose?

So what is our core purpose???
Well...

Jen learning loads at a literacy

professional development

workshop

Erica & Jenni ready
to deliver an online

parent training
session

Kristen having fund in one of

our social skills group

Roula delivering an engagingonline session



RESPECT

EVERYONE

PURSUE

GROWTH

EXCEED

EXPECTATIONS

FIND THE

FUN

We believe everyone is
important

We are constantly seeking to
improve

We like to leave a lasting
impression

We bring positivity & energy 
that inspires

We communicate clearly,
openly and honestly
We do what we say we'll do
We are humble & caring
We are always on time
We take responsibility

And so...
We embrace challenges and
change
We share our knowledge and skills
We are always problem solving
We are open to feedback 
We strive for our BHAG goals

And so...

We are passionate about our purpose
We lead with confidence and get
results
We smile at everyone we meet
We get to know people & remember
the personal stuff
We show our appreciation, we give
back

And so...
We find fun and motivating ways to
do our work
We always look for the positives
We celebrate the wins of ourselves
& others
We laugh often
We are grateful

And so...

Our Core Values
We're a values driven team. We use our core values as a compass, regularly referring to

them to keep us on track. All our decisions are guided by these four core values:
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Talk Play Grow has a big, and somewhat scary, long term goal that
we call our 10 Year Obsession. That is, over 10 years, from 1 January
2021 to 31 December 2030, we will deliver 110,000 fun and engaging
sessions that help children and their families achieve their goals

Our 10 year obsession

By attracting the right
families, understanding their
needs, setting meaningful
therapy goals, working the
plan, smashing the goal and
then celebrating success
together, TPG will help our
clients communicate, connect
and succeed.

Every mountain top
is within reach if you

just keep climbing
 

Barry Finlay

Jas finding the fun in hertherapy session
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TPG delivers family centred services. All families
members are welcome in sessions, aware of the
integral role they play and empowered to make

decisions about their child's care

2023 

Every TPG child has a current, meaningful and
functional Goal Achievement Plan. This plan is

used by the team to ensure children are making
progress

TPG will have delivered 26, 000 fun and engaging
sessions to children and their families

The TPG team serves the community. We are
caring leaders who impact on and improve the

lives of children and their families.

TPG produces useful, easy to read content that
is read and shared by 1000's in the community

TPG is environmentally conscious.  We look for
ways to reduce our impact & strive to be as

paperless as possible

TPG offers a variety of service delivery options.
We have individual, group, face-to-face and

online sessions that are selected based on the
needs of the child and their familiy.

TPG is a caring &  trusted provider that helps
children achieve their goals so they can

communicate, connect and succeed 

Our 
Painted Picture


